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I. Explanation andI. Explanation and
ConfirmationConfirmation



Motivation: Motivation: The history The history ofof
confirmation theoryconfirmation theory

 Modern Modern confirmation theory started with confirmation theory started with syntacticsyntactic
and qualitativeand qualitative accounts accounts, e.g. Hempel´s , e.g. Hempel´s satisfactionsatisfaction
criterioncriterion, , hypotheticohypothetico--deductive confirmation deductive confirmation andand
bootstrap confirmation bootstrap confirmation ((GlymourGlymour))

 HoweverHowever, all , all these accounts failthese accounts fail to  to givegive a  a comparativecomparative
account account of of confirmationconfirmation

 NoneNone of  of these accounts is these accounts is completecomplete  in in the the sense sense thatthat
all all aspects aspects of of theory confirmation are capturedtheory confirmation are captured



The solutionThe solution::
A A Bayesian approachBayesian approach

 Epistemic interpretation Epistemic interpretation of of probabilities probabilities ((asas
rational rational degrees degrees of belief)of belief)

 Evidential relevanceEvidential relevance, , defined bydefined by
P(T|E.K) > P(T|~E.K)P(T|E.K) > P(T|~E.K)
is picked is picked out out as the subject as the subject of of investigationinvestigation!!

[T = [T = theorytheory, E = , E = evidenceevidence, K = , K = backgroundbackground  knowledgeknowledge]]

 Decouples Decouples a a precise precise and and formally tractableformally tractable
conceptconcept ( (evidential relevanceevidential relevance) ) from from a a generalgeneral
and and vague concept vague concept ((confirmationconfirmation))



The benefits The benefits ofof Bayesian Bayesian
confirmation theoryconfirmation theory

 More powerful modelling toolsMore powerful modelling tools, , better chancesbetter chances
to to tackle tackle paradoxes of paradoxes of confirmationconfirmation

 MeasuresMeasures of  of evidential relevance enable us evidential relevance enable us toto
quantify confirmatoryquantify confirmatory power power

 ConnectionConnection to  to statistical measures statistical measures of of evidenceevidence

The introduction of Bayesian probabilities in
confirmation theory has been a success story!



Classical accountsClassical accounts of  of explanationexplanation

 Most Most classical accountsclassical accounts of of explanation are purely explanation are purely
qualitative: DN-qualitative: DN-modelmodel (Hempel),  (Hempel), argumentargument
patternspatterns ( (KitcherKitcher), etc.), etc.

 They are not able They are not able to to quantify explanatory quantify explanatory powerpower
or or to to compare competing explanationscompare competing explanations

Structural similarity in the debates about
explanation and confirmation!



Causation accounts Causation accounts of of statisticalstatistical
explanationexplanation

 RedundancyRedundancy of  of probabilistic analysesprobabilistic analyses of of
causationcausation => no => no clear insight into explanation clear insight into explanation
eithereither??

 Lack of operational Lack of operational verification verification of anof an
causalcausal//explanatory relationshipexplanatory relationship

 And And some more problems some more problems (to (to be resumedbe resumed
laterlater...)...)



ConfirmationConfirmation and  and explanationexplanation

 ExplanationExplanation: : both causal both causal and non-and non-causalcausal
accounts are not completely satisfactoryaccounts are not completely satisfactory

 ConfirmationConfirmation:: The loss  The loss of of specific features specific features ofof
qualitative qualitative accountsaccounts  is more than compensatedis more than compensated
by the newlyby the newly  gainedgained power of  power of Bayesian accountsBayesian accounts

 Suggestion: Suggestion: replacereplace  existing accountsexisting accounts of of
explanation with explanation with aa Bayesian framework Bayesian framework??



Quantifying explanatoryQuantifying explanatory power power

 Natural framework for quantificationNatural framework for quantification::
probabilities asprobabilities as rational  rational degrees degrees of beliefof belief

((BayesianismBayesianism))
 AA probabilistic approach probabilistic approach to to the degree  the degree ofof

explanatoryexplanatory power power is particularly helpful for is particularly helpful for
statistical explanationstatistical explanation

Statistical explanation naturally possesses
a probabilistic dimension!



Explanatory relevanceExplanatory relevance

 In In the samethe same way  way that confirmation makesthat confirmation makes a  a theorytheory
more assertablemore assertable, , explanation involves explanation involves rationalizationrationalization
ofof the explanandum the explanandum

 I I call this call this ((rationalizingrationalizing)) aspect aspect of  of explanationexplanation
explanatory relevanceexplanatory relevance  ––  thethe positive  positive effect effect of C on Eof C on E

 Rationalization can be expressedRationalization can be expressed in in terms terms of positive of positive
probabilistic relevanceprobabilistic relevance (=  (= increase increase in in subjectivesubjective
probabilityprobability): ): P(E|C.K) > P(E|~C.K)P(E|C.K) > P(E|~C.K)!!
 E = E = explanandumexplanandum, C = , C = candidate explanationcandidate explanation,,
 K = K = background knowledgebackground knowledge



ExplanationExplanation
== explanatory relevance explanatory relevance??

 I doI do not claim that not claim that  explanatory relevanceexplanatory relevance
captures the essencecaptures the essence of  of explanationexplanation

 RatherRather, I, I believe that believe that a  a particular aspectparticular aspect of of
explanation can be capturedexplanation can be captured in  in BayesianBayesian
termsterms

 ThisThis  offersoffers a a benchmark  benchmark to to compare competingcompare competing
explanations explanations and and leads leads to to greater precision greater precision in in thethe
evaluationevaluation of  of explanatoryexplanatory relations relations



Knowledge relativityKnowledge relativity

 Try Try to to make closer make closer links links between explanationbetween explanation
and and understandingunderstanding

 Thesis: Thesis: Explanation is knowledgeExplanation is knowledge-relative-relative
 E.g. E.g. for for a a savage other things count as savage other things count as anan

explanation than forexplanation than for a  a highly educated westernhighly educated western
physicistphysicist

 Accepting knowledge relativityAccepting knowledge relativity of of explanation explanation
would explain that consider would explain that consider understandingunderstanding to to
be crucial for explanationbe crucial for explanation..



II. Measures ofII. Measures of
explanatory relevanceexplanatory relevance



The Bayesian frameworkThe Bayesian framework

 Knowledge relativityKnowledge relativity implies conditionalization implies conditionalization
on on the background knowledge the background knowledge KK

 Explanatory relevanceExplanatory relevance  ((rationalizationrationalization) ) impliesimplies
that conditional that conditional on K, on K, the explanans is positivelythe explanans is positively
((probabilisticallyprobabilistically) relevant to ) relevant to the explanandumthe explanandum::

P(E|C.K) > P(E|~C.K)P(E|C.K) > P(E|~C.K)
 E =E = explanandum explanandum, C =, C = candidate explanation candidate explanation



Explanatory relevanceExplanatory relevance

 What is theWhat is the best best  measuremeasure  ofof explanatory explanatory
relevancerelevance r? r?

 r(C, E, K) > 0 r(C, E, K) > 0 if if and and only if only if C C is positivelyis positively
relevant to E relative to Krelevant to E relative to K

 This This still still admits admits a lot of a lot of measuresmeasures!!

We have to develop a set of adequacy
conditions that helps us to make a choice



Adequacy conditionsAdequacy conditions

 MaximalityMaximality I: I: C  C isis  maximally explanatorymaximally explanatory
relevant to Erelevant to E only if  only if ((notnot:: if if and and only if only if))
P(E|C.K) = 1P(E|C.K) = 1

 MaximalityMaximality II: II:  ItIt  isis  notnot  thethe  casecase  thatthat: : ifif
P(E|C.K) = 1 P(E|C.K) = 1 then then C C is maximally explanatoryis maximally explanatory
relevant to Erelevant to E

 Non-Non-SubjectivitySubjectivity:: r  r doesdoes  notnot  dependdepend on  on thethe
probabilityprobability of  of the candidate explanation the candidate explanation C,C,
P(C|K).P(C|K).



The maximality conditionsThe maximality conditions

 P(E|C.K) = 1 P(E|C.K) = 1 should be necessary forshould be necessary for maximal maximal
explanatoryexplanatory  relevancerelevance  because onlybecause only  then thethen the
explanandum maximally rationalizedexplanandum maximally rationalized

 P(E|C.K) = 1 P(E|C.K) = 1 should not be sufficient becauseshould not be sufficient because
the explanandum could have been very probablethe explanandum could have been very probable
anywayanyway. In such . In such casescases  we would not say that thewe would not say that the
candidate explanationcandidate explanation C  C is particularly is particularly relevantrelevant
to to thethe  explandumexplandum E. E.

 Compare thisCompare this to  to cases where cases where P(E|~C.K) P(E|~C.K) is lowis low..



The The non-non-subjectivitysubjectivity condition condition

 TheThe  „„catchall problemcatchall problem““  is loomingis looming  ––  the calculationthe calculation of of
P(E|~C.K) P(E|~C.K) requiresrequires  prior probability assignmentsprior probability assignments!!

 GivenGiven non- non-subjectivitysubjectivity,, does explanatory relevance does explanatory relevance
merely dependmerely depend on on the likelihoods the likelihoods of of the explanandum the explanandum
under the variousunder the various potential potential explanations explanations??

 No No –– the calculation the calculation of P(E|~C.K) of P(E|~C.K) requires only the requires only the
relative (relative (prior probabilityprior probability)) weights weights of of the explanations the explanations
that compete withthat compete with C. C. We We do do not need not need an an assessment assessment of of
P(C|K)P(C|K) itself itself!!



A A catalogue catalogue of of measures measures (I)(I)

The following measures are intuitivelyThe following measures are intuitively
plausible plausible relevancerelevance  measuresmeasures::

 rraa = P(E|C.K) = P(E|C.K)
 (absolute (absolute explanatory relevanceexplanatory relevance))

 rrll = c = cll = log [P(E|C.K)/P(E|~C.K)] = log [P(E|C.K)/P(E|~C.K)]
 (log-(log-likelihood measurelikelihood measure))

 rrss = P(E|C.K)  = P(E|C.K) –– P(E|~C.K) P(E|~C.K)
 ((comparative difference measurecomparative difference measure))



A A catalogue catalogue of of measures measures (II)(II)

 rroo = log [P(E|C.K)/(1 = log [P(E|C.K)/(1–– P(E|C.K))] P(E|C.K))]

–– log [P(E|K)/(1 log [P(E|K)/(1–– P(E|K))] P(E|K))]
 ((betting odds measurebetting odds measure))

 rrrr = = c crr = log [P(E|C.K) / P(E|K)] = log [P(E|C.K) / P(E|K)]
 (log-ratio (log-ratio measuremeasure))

 rrdd = P(E|C.K)  = P(E|C.K) –– P(E|K) P(E|K)
 ((difference measuredifference measure))



ReviewReview of  of the measuresthe measures

 rraa admits admits  negativenegative  probabilistic relevanceprobabilistic relevance!!
 rrll violates Maximality violates Maximality I I
 rrdd, , rroo and  and rrrr are  are monotonously decreasingmonotonously decreasing

functionsfunctions  of of thethe  prior probability prior probability of of thethe
candidate explanationcandidate explanation  ceteris paribusceteris paribus  ((given that given that CC
is positively is positively relevant to E at all)relevant to E at all)

P(E|K) = P(C|K) [P(E|C.K) P(E|K) = P(C|K) [P(E|C.K) –– P(E|~C.K)] + P(E|~C.K) P(E|~C.K)] + P(E|~C.K)



The measure rThe measure rss  ––  our our best best gamegame
in in towntown??

 rrs s satisfies both maximality constraintssatisfies both maximality constraints..
 Does not violateDoes not violate non- non-subjectivity subjectivity ––  for thefor the

computationcomputation of P(E|~C.K), of P(E|~C.K), we require only the we require only the
relativerelative weights weights of of the candidate explanations the candidate explanations
that compete withthat compete with C. C.

 Case studies are required Case studies are required to to support thatsupport that
evaulationevaulation!!



A A classical exampleclassical example

 AA person contracts paresis person contracts paresis
 ToTo our our best best knowledge knowledge,, the person must have the person must have

hadhad latent  latent untreated syphilisuntreated syphilis
 HoweverHowever,, the chance the chance to to develop paresis with develop paresis with

latentlatent untreated syphilis is quite small  untreated syphilis is quite small (P(E|C.K)(P(E|C.K)
= 0.25)= 0.25)

 rrs s recognizes the explanatory relevancerecognizes the explanatory relevance of of the the
alleged syphilis infectionalleged syphilis infection ( (butbut  admitsadmits  thatthat  itit  isis
notnot a  a perfectperfect  explanationexplanation).).



The intermediate resultsThe intermediate results

 Analyzing explanatory relevance Analyzing explanatory relevance ((insteadinstead of of
````explanationexplanation´´) ´´) pavespaves  thethe way  way forfor  BayesianBayesian
modelsmodels

 We can compare competing explanations We can compare competing explanations andand
quantify the degreequantify the degree of  of explanatory relevanceexplanatory relevance

 The shiftThe shift to  to epistemic probabilities opens epistemic probabilities opens aa new new
perspectiveperspective on on statistical explanation statistical explanation

 rrss currently the most adequate measure currently the most adequate measure of of
explanatory relevanceexplanatory relevance



III. Objections andIII. Objections and
ApplicationsApplications



Objections Objections of of causal theoristscausal theorists

 Explanatory asymmetryExplanatory asymmetry
 ProbabilityProbability--lowering explanationslowering explanations
 Distinguished role Distinguished role of of causation causation in in scientificscientific

inferenceinference
 No No strucural similarity between confirmationstrucural similarity between confirmation

and and explanationexplanation
 Forfeit Forfeit of of objectivity objectivity of of scientific explanationsscientific explanations



Explanatory asymmetryExplanatory asymmetry

 Positive Positive probabilistic relevance is probabilistic relevance is a a symmetricalsymmetrical
relationrelation

 „„CausesCauses explain their effects explain their effects, , but not vice versabut not vice versa““
 Flagpole Flagpole exampleexample: : we can infer but not explainwe can infer but not explain



Explanatory asymmetryExplanatory asymmetry

„Coherentist“ accounts of explanation – the
explanandum is a bundle of sentences whose
conjunction is rendered more likely.

The quantification of explanatory relevance resolves
the symmetry problem in many cases of statistical
explanation: r(C, E, K) is not equal to r(E, C, K).

Problem relies on misidentification of explanandum
and background knowledge. Furthermore: Failure to
make type/token distinction explicit.



ProbabilityProbability--lowering explanationslowering explanations

 There may be There may be relevant relevant explanations that actuallyexplanations that actually
lower the expectation lower the expectation of of the explanandumthe explanandum

 SalmonSalmon‘‘s s classical exampleclassical example: : radioactive decayradioactive decay
(genuine (genuine indeterministic lawsindeterministic laws) ) –– to  to bebe
investigated laterinvestigated later



ProbabilityProbability--lowering explanationslowering explanations

Birth controlBirth control  pillspills /  / thrombosis examplethrombosis example
 We makeWe make an an implicit conditionalization implicit conditionalization on on the the

background knowledgebackground knowledge ( (pregnant or not pregnantpregnant or not pregnant))
 Conflating conditional Conflating conditional and and unconditional explanationunconditional explanation??
 In In thethe  unconditionalunconditional  casecase (negative  (negative net effectnet effect), ), the birththe birth

control pills control pills do do not enhance our understandingnot enhance our understanding (and (and
not count asnot count as an an explanation either explanation either))

 Assume we cannotAssume we cannot find out  find out whether whether X X is pregnantis pregnant......



Scientific explanation Scientific explanation andand
causationcausation

 Scientists Scientists start start with with a a huge bulk huge bulk of of data data ((largelarge
number number of variables)of variables)

 Systematical isolation Systematical isolation in in the search forthe search for cause and cause and
effecteffect

Mere correlationMere correlation (positive  (positive relevancerelevance)) is not is not
enough for scientific explanationenough for scientific explanation  –– scientists scientists
strive for the discoverystrive for the discovery of of causal causal relations relations



Causation Causation and and correlationcorrelation

 Search for Search for cause/cause/effect relationshipeffect relationship  betweenbetween
(cause) X and ((cause) X and (effecteffect) Y) Y

 Elimination of Elimination of confoundingconfounding  factorsfactors
 Usually implies Usually implies a gradual a gradual increaseincrease in in explanatory explanatory

relevancerelevance, , tootoo!!

CausationCausation  asas a a kind kind of of
idealized statistical relevanceidealized statistical relevance!?!?



Objectivity Objectivity of of explanationsexplanations

 Bayesian accounts Bayesian accounts of of explanations sacrifice theexplanations sacrifice the
objectivity objectivity of of scientific explanationsscientific explanations

 Ontic account Ontic account of of explanationsexplanations (e.g.  (e.g. causalcausal
accountsaccounts): ): Explanations are completely subjectExplanations are completely subject--
independent,independent, they are they are  elementselements of of the natural the natural
worldworld

This was heavily criticized by Bas van Fraassen!



Objectivity Objectivity of of explanationsexplanations

 The meaningThe meaning of an of an explanation explanation--seeking whyseeking why--
question crucially dependsquestion crucially depends on on the  the pragmaticpragmatic
interestinterest of of the subject the subject which determines the which determines the relevant relevant
contrast class contrast class for the explanandumfor the explanandum

 The The strong objectivity thesisstrong objectivity thesis  ((complete subjectcomplete subject
independenceindependence) ) is certainly too strongis certainly too strong

 Van Van FraassenFraassen: : pragmatics pragmatics of of explanationexplanation



Objectivity Objectivity in a in a BayesianBayesian
frameworkframework

 Weak objectivity thesisWeak objectivity thesis:: conditional conditional on on the the
background knowledgebackground knowledge,, explanatory relevance is explanatory relevance is
anan objective relation objective relation

 Epistemic probability is notEpistemic probability is not  arbitrarily subjectivearbitrarily subjective
probabilityprobability  ––  the weak objectivitythe weak objectivity of of explanatory explanatory
relevance can be rescuedrelevance can be rescued

 BayesianismBayesianism: : „„conditional objectivityconditional objectivity““



ExplanationExplanation and  and causationcausation::
potential potential problemsproblems

 Plurality Plurality of of accounts accounts of of causation causation ((probabilisticprobabilistic
accountsaccounts, , manipulative accountsmanipulative accounts, INUS , INUS accountsaccounts
etc.) => etc.) => plurality plurality of of accounts accounts of of explanationsexplanations??

 Redundancy Redundancy of of analyses analyses of of causation causation => no=> no
clear insight into explanation eitherclear insight into explanation either??

 Lack of operational Lack of operational verifiability verifiability of anof an
explanatory relationshipexplanatory relationship



Explanation Explanation and and causationcausation::
further problemsfurther problems

 Almost Almost homogenous populationshomogenous populations (a  (a singlesingle
counterexamplecounterexample to  to thethe  causalcausal  claimclaim))

 Reference class dependencyReference class dependency (fine- (fine-grainednessgrainedness))
 Causal preemptionCausal preemption and  and overdeterminationoverdetermination

((preemptionpreemption of  of eveneven  strongerstronger//more more relevantrelevant
causescauses))



ExplanationExplanation and  and PredictionPrediction

 The Bayesian account draws strong parallelsThe Bayesian account draws strong parallels
between explanationbetween explanation on  on thethe  oneone  sideside and and
prediction prediction and and confirmation confirmation on on the other sidethe other side

 In In Bayesian confirmation theoryBayesian confirmation theory,, c css ( (thethe
confirmationconfirmation--theoretic analoguetheoretic analogue to to r rss)) does not does not
satisfysatisfy all  all reasonable adequacy constraintsreasonable adequacy constraints

Similarities presentSimilarities present, , butbut
notnot to to be overstressed be overstressed



The virtue The virtue of of unificationunification

 Unification isUnification is  oftenoften  exhibitedexhibited in  in evidentialevidential
diversitydiversity for for  thethe  unifiedunified  theorytheory
=> => conditionalconditional  probabilisticprobabilistic  independenceindependence

 Bayesian confirmation theoryBayesian confirmation theory:: several several
independentindependent pieces pieces of of evidence have evidence have a a higher higher
evidential relevance than anyevidential relevance than any of of the single pieces the single pieces
ofof evidence evidence

 Does this leadDoes this lead to  to higher explanatory relevancehigher explanatory relevance,,
tootoo??



Evidential diversityEvidential diversity

 Assume that Assume that C C is positively is positively relevant to relevant to both both EE11

and Eand E22 and  and that it screens that it screens off Eoff E11  fromfrom E E22

 Then rThen rss(C, E(C, E11.E.E22, K), K)

= P(E= P(E11|C.K) P(E|C.K) P(E22|C.K) |C.K) –– P(E P(E11|~C.K) P(E|~C.K) P(E22

|~C.K)|~C.K)

> > max max {{rrss(C, E(C, E11, K), , K), rrss(C, E(C, E22, K)}, K)}

Certain aspects Certain aspects of of unifying theories unifying theories 
boost the degree boost the degree of of explanatory relevanceexplanatory relevance!!



ThanksThanks a lot a lot
for your attentionfor your attention!!!!!!

© by Jan Sprenger, Cologne,
May 2007



IV. Does IV. Does ““explanatoryexplanatory
relevancerelevance”” fail to be fail to be

explanatorily relevant?explanatorily relevant?

A brief rejoinder to Justin Fisher‘s comment



JustinJustin‘‘s s concernsconcerns

 Non-Non-subjectivity is subjectivity is no good no good basis for distinguishingbasis for distinguishing
between rbetween rss  and and rrdd  ((solvedsolved  byby  modificationmodification of  of thethe non- non-
subjectivity subjectivity condition)condition)

 TheThe  proposedproposed  explicationexplication of  of „„explanatory relevanceexplanatory relevance““
fails fails to to be explanatorily be explanatorily relevant:relevant:

(a) (a) the explanandum may already be very likelythe explanandum may already be very likely
(b) (b) the correct explanations may lower the the correct explanations may lower the 
probabilityprobability of  of the explanandumthe explanandum
(c) irrelevant/(c) irrelevant/inadequate explanations may inadequate explanations may also also bebe
explanatorilyexplanatorily relevant relevant



Explanatory relevance revisitedExplanatory relevance revisited

 First First CaveatCaveat: : many problems arise similarly many problems arise similarly inin
Bayesian confirmation theory Bayesian confirmation theory (BCT)(BCT)

 Second Second CaveatCaveat: : typetype//token distinction token distinction ((scientistsscientists
interested interested in in replicable explanationreplicable explanation))

 Third CaveatThird Caveat: : pragmatic factors affect thepragmatic factors affect the
identification identification of of background knowledge background knowledge andand
explanandumexplanandum



E E is likely anywayis likely anyway

The blue sky exampleThe blue sky example
 (a) Justin(a) Justin is interested is interested in a in a type explanation type explanation,, not not

inin inductive inference inductive inference of of the sky being blue the sky being blue
 (b) (b) SimilarSimilar to BCT  to BCT ––  take take a a highly expected piecehighly expected piece

of of evidenceevidence
 (c) (c) Knowledge about the sky being blue impliesKnowledge about the sky being blue implies

justificationjustification!!

Unfortunate modelling!



ProbabilityProbability--lowering explanationslowering explanations

 JustinJustin‘‘s s example bears resemblance example bears resemblance toto Salmon Salmon‘‘ss
exampleexample

 Several kinds Several kinds of of explanations are conflatedexplanations are conflated
 Token explanationToken explanation: I : I bite the bulletbite the bullet. . Above Above all,all,

statistical explanation is statistical explanation is relevant to relevant to large sampleslarge samples
 Type Type explanationexplanation: : The The „„correct explanationcorrect explanation““

fails if it continues fails if it continues to to yield unexpected resultsyield unexpected results



C C is is irrelevantirrelevant

The case The case of of the magicianthe magician
 Three kinds Three kinds of of explanandaexplananda: : the actual sawing the actual sawing inin

a half, a half, the general habit the general habit of of sawing sawing ladies in a ladies in a hlafhlaf
and and the mechanism behind the sawing trickthe mechanism behind the sawing trick

 AgainAgain, Justin, Justin‘‘s s objection develops is objection develops is force force if theif the
three explananda are not precisely distinguishedthree explananda are not precisely distinguished



ConclusionConclusion

 It is possible It is possible to to rebut rebut JustinJustin‘‘s s objections by makingobjections by making
explicit the distinction between the various types explicit the distinction between the various types ofof
explanationexplanation

 HoweverHowever, Justin has , Justin has rightfully pointed rightfully pointed to to thethe
underdetermination underdetermination of K and E in of K and E in superficialsuperficial
descriptionsdescriptions of  of explanationexplanation--seeking factsseeking facts

 Identification Identification of of the the relevant relevant explananda explananda andand
background assumptions requires the consideration background assumptions requires the consideration ofof
pragmatic factorspragmatic factors

 Next research projectsNext research projects: : systematizationsystematization of of these factors these factors


